We discuss solvable multistate Landau-Zener (MLZ) models whose Hamiltonians have commuting partner operators with ∼ 1/τ -time-dependent parameters. Many already known solvable MLZ models belong precisely to this class. We derive the integrability conditions on the parameters of such commuting operators, and demonstrate how to use such conditions in order to derive new solvable cases. We show that MLZ models from this class must contain bands of parallel diabatic energy levels. The structure of the scattering matrix and other properties are found to be the same as in the previously discussed completely solvable MLZ Hamiltonians.
I. INTRODUCTION
This article is continuation of a series of our publications [1] [2] [3] about properties and classification of solvable MLZ models that describe evolution with linearly time-dependent Hamiltonians:
where B and A are real symmetric time-independent N × N matrices. Many solvable models of this type have been found recently due to the discovery of integrability conditions [1] that impose constraints on the parameters of H(t) such that the scattering matrix for evolution from t → −∞ to t → +∞ can be constructed explicitly. In terms of a more general theory of integrable time-dependent Hamiltonians [4] the model (1) can be fully solvable if for its Hamiltonian we can find another nontrivial Hamiltonian H such that ∂ τ H(t, τ ) = ∂ t H (t, τ ),
(2) [H(t, τ ), H (t, τ )] = 0,
where τ is one of the parameters of H. Note that due to symmetry in (2) and (3), if Eq. (1) with H(t, τ ) is solvable then this equation is also solvable after replacing H with H , and then treating t as a constant parameter and τ as time of this new model. The theory in [4] is very general. Hence, our goal here is to narrow it and find the minimal form of the operators H and H that is sufficient to describe practically all known solvable MLZ systems. Considering Eq. (2) for a fixed value of τ as an ordinary differential equation with respect to t, we solve it, resulting in
where B and A matrices are the same as in (1) , and D is a new t-independent matrix. Thus, H (t, τ ) is generally represented by a quadratic polynomial of t. Substituting further Eq. (4) into Eq. 
II. t/τ -FAMILY
In [3] , we discussed a particular family of models for which these equations are resolved by Hamiltonians with only linear dependence on t and τ :
where B 00 , B 01 , and B 01 are mutually commuting, and therefore simultaneously diagonalizable, matrices. Equations (5)- (8) allow an extension of this class by assuming that
where A 1 and C are nonzero (t, τ )-independent matrices. Therefore, in this article we consider the family of models with
Substituting this pair into (2)-(3), we find a set of conditions:
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If C = 0, then Eqs. (12)-(15) lead to the integrability conditions for the linear family (9) , which we discussed in detail in [2, 3] . Equation (12) tells that there is a basis, which we will call the diabatic basis, in which the matrices B 00 , B 11 , and B 10 are diagonal.
Equation (16) shows then that off-diagonal elements of C in this basis are possible only if the matrix B 00 has degenerate elements. Identifying B 00 with B in (1), this means that some of the diabatic energy levels in the MLZ model (10) have to be parallel to each other, i.e. have the same slope in the timeenergy plot. This distinguishes the class of solvable systems with nontrivial C from the linear family (9) . In contrast, the latter generally describes models with different slopes of all energy levels.
Generally, Eqs. (5)-(8) allow more complex dependence of H on t and τ . We will argue, however, that the pairs of operators (10) and (11) are of particular importance for the MLZ theory. Hence, we give a special name to this pair, t/τ -family, for the property that all matrix components of H can be, maximum, linear in t, whereas some of the components can also be inversely linear in τ , and no other nonlinearly on τ is allowed.
III. EXAMPLES OF NONTRIVIAL t/τ -FAMILIES
It turns out that many known solvable MLZ Hamiltonians have a commuting operator of the form (11) . I) Driven Tavis-Cummings model. This model describes interaction of N spins with a single photonic mode that has a linearly time-dependent frequency. The Hamiltonian iŝ
whereψ is the boson annihilation operator andŝ z j ,ŝ ± j are spin 1/2 operators.
H TC is a member of a known family of linearly independent commuting operators [4, 5] , one of which iŝ
We can now read out the matrices that define the corre-sponding t/τ -family:
The relations (12)-(17) are straightforward to verify. For example, B 00 , B 01 and B 11 are made of operatorsψ †ψ andŝ z j that commute with each other. The least trivial to verify is the condition (17) , which is satisfied if
To prove this, we introduce operatorsŜ ± = N r=1ŝ
where we used thatŝ 2 j = 1/2(1/2 + 1) = 3/4. 3N/4 commutes with any operator, so we should only prove that
OperatorsŜ z andŜ ± satisfy standard spin algebra relations
II) Interacting fermions. Another solvable model with combinatorially complex phase space describes interaction of a single fermionic moded with (N − 1) fermionic modesĉ k [1]:Ĥ
where e k , x, and g k are time-independent parameters. For x < 1, the transition probability matrix of this model coincides with the one for noninteracting fermions at x = 0. For x > 1, even the semiclassical description of this matrix is much more complex due to interference of many semiclassical trajectories [1] . Commuting operators for the Hamiltonian (28) were studied in [5] but the set that was found there did not satisfy the first integrability condition (2) withĤ F . Here, we found that bothĤ F andĤ F can be constructed from the set of following commuting operators:
where j = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1. Here, we introduce the number operatorsn d ≡d †d andn j ≡ĉ † jĉ j . Note thatĤ j also satisfy the integrability condition (3) when arbitrary two components of the vector e = (e 1 , . . . , e N −1 ) are taken as time variables.
Commutativity ofĤ j withĤ F is easy to check at each power of x, and using simple identities, such asn dnkd †ĉ k = 0. The longest calculations are then at zero power of x but at x = 0, operatorsĤ F andĤ j are the secondary quantized versions of the commuting operators for the Demkov-Osherov model [15] , whose integrability conditions (2), (3) were already verified in [5] .
H F andĤ j conserve the total number of particles N F , i.e.,
where the last term is not important because it is proportional to the identity operator, and
SinceĤ j (τ e) commute with each other for different j, the operatorsĤ F andĤ F also commute with each other.Ĥ F has the form (10) andĤ F has the form (11) . Hence, they make a t/τ -family. III) Demkov-Osherov and generalized bowtie models. Two solvable MLZ models have been historically very influential. One is the Demkov-Osherov model [6] in which the matrix B 00 has only one nonzero element. This model coincides with the single fermion sector of the previous fermionic model. Hence the Demkov-Osherov model belongs to a t/τfamily.
The generalized bowtie model describes interaction of two states, |0 + and |0 − , which have parallel diabatic levels, with N otherwise noninteracting states whose levels cross in one point [7] :
Commuting operators for this model have been explored in [5, 15] , and one operator from the found set in [5] has the form (11) . Let us show here how this operator could be derived from the conditions (12)- (17) . In order to construct the corresponding H bt , we read the matrices A 0 , B 00 , and B 11 from (32). From (13) , it follows that
from (15)- (17), we then find
and from (14) we find
Thus, the bowtie Hamiltonian (32) belongs to a nontrivial t/τfamily with H bt = B 11 τ + B 10 t + A 1 + C/τ . IV) Models generated by distortions. Finally, there are known solvable models that were found by distortions of already solved models [1] , including distortions of the trivial models. The latter are the models that are either equivalent to several independent simpler Hamiltonians that act in the direct product of their phase spaces simultaneously, or the models that describe evolution of noninteracting identical fermions or bosons, so that the Heisenberg equation for operators has the structure of some known solvable MLZ model [8] . The trivial models are used to obtain the connectivity graph that describes pairs of diabatic states that are directly coupled to each other. The distorted models are generated by assuming more general values of nonzero parameters, keeping the connectivity graph intact. One can then apply the integrability test [1] in order to derive new constraints on all these parameters.
Such generated models are called distortions because they contain the previously solved models as special limits of some of their parameters. It seems that any trivially solvable model can be distorted but usually such solvable MLZ models look somewhat artificial. Hence, there are only three previously studied distorted MLZ models, namely two 6-state models and one 8-state model in section 4 of Ref. [1] and sections 7.2 and 7.3 of Ref. [2] . Similarly to the generalized bowtie model, we verified (not shown) that all of them belong to some t/τfamilies, i.e., that their Hamiltonians have nontrivial commuting operators of the form (11) .
Given that the linear family [3] is also a special case of a pair (10) and (11) with C = 0, we conclude that almost all known solvable MLZ Hamiltonians have commuting operators of the form (11) . The only exceptions are found when all time-dependent diabatic levels cross in one point but all such known solvable models can also be derived and solved as special limits of some known solvable MLZ models whose diabatic levels cross in different points. Therefore, it is likely that all such finite size exceptional cases can, at least, be derived from the t/τ -families.
IV. GENERATING NEW SOLVABLE MODELS FROM INTEGRABILITY CONDITIONS
The integrability conditions (12)- (17) are convenient for classifying solvable MLZ models for any given number N of interacting states systematically. The approach is similar to the one that we described for the linear family in [3] . The idea is to consider initially the general case of the matrices B 00 , B 01 and A 0 for a given number of states N . In order to generate a t/τ -family with nontrivial matrices B 01 and C, we should assume that B 00 has degenerate elements, so that C has nonzero off-diagonal elements and B 01 is nondegenerate within this "B 00 -degenerate" subspace. The rest of C must be diagonal. We can then treat conditions (12)-(17) as linear equations that determine elements of matrices B 11 , A 1 and C. There are usually more equations in (12)-(17) than parameters in these matrices. Therefore, after we eliminate all parameters of H , we end up with a set of generally nonlinear equations that constrain the parameters of the original MLZ model. Very often these equations merely require that some of the couplings are zero but some of the constraints can be more complex. Such restrictions often lead to physically uninteresting models that, e.g., have imaginary parameters or situations with not simply parallel but permanently degenerate diabatic levels. Sometimes, however, the constraints on the model parameters are neither degenerate nor unphysical.
By employing mathematical software, it is possible to investigate such cases with relatively small N systematically. We did this for up to N = 6 and also checked several connectivity graphs with N = 7, 8. Unfortunately, we found that most of these t/τ -families belonged to one of the already known cases from previous section. For example, we did not find new solvable MLZ models that described interactions of only two bands of parallel levels. Hence, it may happen that various sectors of the interacting fermion model with fixed numbers of fermions are the only possible solvable models with two crossing bands.
Nevertheless, we did find several new solvable MLZ models of other types. One of them describes interactions of five diabatic states with the Hamiltonian
where
and where e 1 , e 2 , τ , b, g 1 and g 2 are free parameters. Timedependence of the diabatic energy levels (diagonal elements of the matrix (36)), and nonzero couplings for H 5 are illustrated in Fig. 1 . This model describes interactions of a single level and two bands, with two levels in each band. The timedependent spectrum of this model is shown in Fig. 2 , which shows that there are two points of exact pairwise level crossings. Such points are signatures of integrable MLZ models [1] . The corresponding commuting operator of the form (11) is
Another example of a new solvable MLZ model, which we found following the same approach, describes interactions among six states and the spectrum that splits into bands with three, two, and one levels:
where g, e 1 , e 2 , b, τ are free parameters. In Fig. 3 , we show the time-dependent spectrum of H 6 and mark the avoided crossing points by the strength of the corresponding level coupling. Note that there are three exact energy level crossing points that correspond to the crossings of diabatic levels that are not directly coupled to each other. This property of the model (38) is shared with all known solvable models whose diabatic levels experience only pairwise crossings [1] . The matrices of transition probabilities for evolution from t → −∞ to t → +∞ can be constructed according to rules from Ref. [1] . For example, for the model in Fig. 3 , there is no interference of different semiclassical trajectories, so the state-to-state transition probabilities can be read out from this figure. Let
The rules in [1] applied to (38) then produce
We do not know particular physical applications of the models (36) and (38). However, the very their existence is interesting because H 5 and H 6 cannot be found as special cases of larger known models or as a distortion of some already known solvable model. All distorted models with up to six interacting states have been already studied in [1] and [2] . They do not contain five-state systems, and they have different connectivity graphs than the one for H 6 . This property, as well as the simplicity of the Hamiltonians H 5 and H 6 , indicate that such systems can be low-N instances of some, still unknown, nontrivial model of interacting spins, fermions, or bosons, akin to the interacting fermions or driven Tavis-Cummings models. To verify this conjecture, we should explore other realizations of the algebra (12)- (17) , and additional studies of systems with large N would be useful. We leave this direction for the future studies.
Finally, we note that in addition to the pairs of Hermitian operators that had the form (10)-(11), we observed many nontrivial pairs of this type that contained imaginary parameters. Although such pairs of operators cannot describe unitary evolution of a finite number of states, such operators do describe unitary evolution if corresponding equations are interpreted as Heisenberg equations for bosonic operators. Namely, if the number of bosons is not conserved but the secondary quantized Hamiltonian is quadratic in bosonic operators, then the Heisenberg equations have the form of a non-Hermitian Schrödinger equation for amplitudes of a finite size quantum system. Hence, there is a large class of solvable MLZ models that describes interacting bosonic systems without particle conservation. Such MLZ systems have been studied for applications to dynamic transitions through the Feshbach res-onance in ultracold atoms [9] [10] [11] but their classification remains essentially unexplored.
V. PROPERTIES OF MLZ MODELS FROM t/τ -FAMILY
MLZ models that belong to t/τ -families have many features that are common with the linear family (9) and can be derived analogously. The linear family was studied in detail [2, 3] . Therefore, here we provide only brief discussion of these features. For further information, we refer to Ref. [1] and section 8 in Ref. [2] .
Following [4] , let us define the evolution operator for a path P in (t, τ )-space:
whereT is the path ordering operator. The scattering matrices for MLZ models can be constructed by deforming the physical evolution path P in (t, τ )-space so that the deformed path P ∞ encloses the region with complex nonadiabatic transitions from a large distance, as shown in Fig. 4 . Note that the parameter τ merely defines the scale of the diabatic level splitting in the bands of H. Hence, without loss of generality, we can assume that τ = 1 corresponds to the physical evolution, for which we should find the evolution matrix for time interval t ∈ (−T, T ), where T → ∞. Integrability conditions (2) and (3) guarantee that we can deform P into P ∞ without changing the final evolution matrix, as long as the initial and the final points of the paths are the same [4, 12, 13] . Specifically, for T → ∞, it is convenient to choose P ∞ with the two vertical legs that connect points at τ = 1 and at τ = τ 0 1. Due to large T , the evolution along these legs is purely adiabatic. Hence, the vertical legs contribute only to the phases of scattering amplitudes but not to the transition probabilities. The remaining part of P ∞ is horizontal in (t, τ )-plane. Hence, it is described by the MLZ Hamiltonian H at τ = τ 0 1. At large τ , nonadiabatic transitions between pairs of diabatic states become well separated in time, that is along the horizontal part of P ∞ in Fig. 4 . This means that we can sequentially apply the Landau-Zener formula for transitions near each diabatic level crossing point. Then, the final scattering matrix is the product of the scattering matrices for pairwise level crossings and the trivial diagonal matrices that describe intervals with adiabatic evolution. This logic applies equally well to the linear family [2] and the more general t/τ -family. The only difference is that ∼ 1/τ terms in H contribute to the adiabatic phase along P ∞ , which is easy to calculate for t/τ -family analytically.
Two properties of solvable MLZ models were used in our early articles as a test for integrability [1] . The first one is the "zero area property". It means that any loop in the diabatic level diagram encloses zero area if clockwise and counterclockwise enclosed regions are counted with opposite signs. For t/τ -family, this rule follows from Eqs. (13) and (14) . Taking the matrix component in both sides of this equation for diabatic level indices a and b, we find two linear equations on A ab 0 and A ab 1 that have a nonzero solution if
Consider all indices i 1 , . . . , i N (L) of diabatic levels that encounter sequentially along some loop L on the connectivity graph of the model. Links of this graph correspond to nonzero direct off-diagonal couplings in H. Summing expressions (39) for all nodes of this loop we find
According to section 8.7 of Ref. [2] , this is precisely the zero area condition for the MLZ model (10) . The second property of solvable MLZ models is the existence of a special number of exact crossing points in their time-dependent spectra [1] . Exact eigenvalue level crossing points in MLZ Hamiltonians have previously been discussed in many contexts [8, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . However, in the currently known fully solvable MLZ models, there must be precisely one crossing point per every isolated pair of crossing diabatic levels, whose diabatic states are not coupled to each other directly. Such crossing points must appear at sufficiently small but finite values of all off-diagonal couplings but can annihilate with each other at large coupling values [1] . This number is different from, e.g., the number of exact crossing points in the MLZ Hamiltonians that were generated as commuting partners of the Demkov-Osherov Hamiltonian [15] (when t is still interpreted as time there). Hence, the latter models are generally not solvable MLZ models in the sense that one cannot write their scattering matrices explicitly as elementary matrix products defined in [1] , and analytical forms of their scattering matrices remain unknown.
The presence of specific exact crossing points in the Hamiltonian H from a t/τ -family can be explained analogously to how this was done for the linear families in section 8.8 of Ref. [2] . Namely, by rescaling time, the "sufficiently small coupling" condition is transformed to the condition that the exact crossing must appear along the path P ∞ for sufficiently large but finite T and τ 0 .
Then, the two diabatic levels of H with different slopes and zero direct coupling between them must cross at some point on P ∞ . Imagine that there is no corresponding exact crossing of two Hamiltonian eigenvalues in the vicinity of this point. Then, the corresponding diabatic states are coupled in highorder perturbation series over 1/τ 0 at this point. Hence, the eigenstate of H at this point must be in a nontrivial superposition of the two corresponding diabatic states.
However, the corresponding diagonal elements of H at the same point remain non-degenerate. Indeed, Eq. (39) is the only condition that relates slopes of diabatic levels a and b, and this condition applies only to the case with A ab 0 = 0. If A ab 0 = 0 then we generally should assume that slopes of the corresponding diabatic levels a and b in B 00 and B 11 are not related by Eq. (39). Moreover, in H the corresponding diabatic energy level splitting is large at the same point of P ∞ due to large values of τ 0 .
This means that the corresponding eigenstates of H coincide with diabatic states up to corrections that vanish as T, τ 0 → ∞. On the other hand, H and H commute. Their eigenstates coincide and, therefore, cannot be in a nontrivial superposition. We arrive at contradiction, meaning that along the path P ∞ for sufficiently large T and τ 0 in Fig. 4 there will be exact energy level crossings that correspond to pairs of diabatic levels with zero direct couplings between the corresponding diabatic states.
VI. DISCUSSION
The present article essentially completes the series of our papers in the journal, J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. [1] [2] [3] , about solvable MLZ systems. We found the minimal symmetry that is sufficient to explain the existence of all such known models with finite phase space. This symmetry is the existence of a nontrivial Hermitian operator (11) whose elements satisfy conditions (12)- (17) . All known facts about construction of MLZ model's solution and about the integrability conditions on the parameters, which were described in [1] as conjectures, are now proved and very well understood.
This does not mean that there are no more open questions about integrability in MLZ theory. For example, conditions (5)-(8) definitely have other families as solutions. In fact, the simple bowtie model belongs to such a family [5] but this model can be derived and solved as a specific limit of the generalized bowtie model [14] that belongs to a t/τfamily. Hence, the question about existence of essentially different MLZ models, whose scattering matrices can be found analytically, remains open. If integrable families leading to such models will be found, they can reveal essentially novel physics. The only known case, however, that does not belong to a known integrable family is the infinite linear Landau-Zener chain with nonzero other than nearest neighbor couplings [19] . This Hamiltonian has unbound spectrum, so it may be the only physically interesting exception.
Apart from solving time-dependent Schrödinger equation, our studies contributed to understanding of another longstanding problem, namely the emergence of exact crossing points in integrable quantum models at seemingly unpredictable values of parameters [20] . Our theory predicts the precise number of exact energy level crossing points in solvable MLZ Hamiltonians at small values of couplings, and explains why this number does not generally have to be conserved at large couplings. We'd like also to mention another application of solvable MLZ models. Their formal perturbative solutions are expressed via repeated multiple Gaussian integrals over a nontrivial domain of variables. Hence, solvable MLZ models have helped to develop a method to unbundle such complex integrals and take them explicitly [21] .
Our examination of the few-state t/τ -families revealed two cases, with five and six state phase space, that did not belong to any previously known model or its distortion. This can mean that there are still unidentified integrable Hamiltonians that may describe useful models of interacting bosons and fermions in linearly time-dependent fields. The previously identified such systems, namely, interacting fermions [1] , γ-magnets [3] , and driven Tavis-Cummings [4] models revealed unusual effects, such as dynamic spin localization and dynamic phase transitions. Therefore, identification of other solvable models with comparable complexity can be beneficial for theoretical physics. A possible path forward in this direction is to use observation in [5] that several solvable MLZ systems can be obtained after changes of variables in the family of Gaudin magnet Hamiltonians. So far, this observation has not produced new solvable MLZ systems but one can try to reproduce our newfound systems from Gaudin magnets and then generalizations may follow.
Explicitly time-dependent quantum problems with physically interesting and nonperturbative time-dependence of parameters are usually considered unapproachable by analytical methods. There are many reasons for this: no energy conservation, generation of entanglement; such problems do not reduce to identification of the properties of the ground state or matrix diagonalization. In our series of articles we demonstrated that this perception is misleading.
The MLZ Hamiltonians of the form H = A + Bt are found very generally in quantum hysteresis, dynamic passage through Feshbach resonance, and quantum annealing. We showed that solvable models of this type are actually numerous and they produce simple explicit analytical solutions that describe nontrivial many-body dynamics. Hence, we hope that our results will stimulate studies of other explicitly time-dependent problems. For example, it is straightforward to generalize our approach to the Hamiltonians of the form H = A + Bt + C/t (see e.g., [5, 22, 23] ).
